Amenities

The new S-Class combines driving comfort, roominess and ease of operation at the highest level.

The perfectly attuned material and colour concept creates an exclusive, sleek interior. For the first time in the history of the S-Class, the long-wheelbase saloon was the focus of development – giving even rear-seat passengers front-row seats.

The enhanced seven-colour ambient lighting is a new feature. Horizontal elements and lines in the interior create an ambiance with visible width and formal calm. The S-Class represents the technological pinnacle of automotive development at Mercedes-Benz.

With MAGIC BODY CONTROL, the new S-Class is the first vehicle in the world capable of identifying bumps in the road in advance and adjusting the suspension to the situation. In addition, the advanced AIRMATIC air suspension offers even greater comfort with improved vehicle dynamics.

A WLAN hotspot is integrated, too.